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In the News  (Topic 1 of 3)  Ancient Military Base Discovered 
 

Article: Ancient Military Base Discovered, Potentially Corroborates Bible Story of God’s Angel Killing 

185,000 Assyrian Soldiers 

Article Link: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/06/ancient-military-base-discovered-potentially-

corroborate-bible-story/  

Key Talking Points: 

• Per the Gateway Pundit and Daily Mail, researchers have uncovered an ancient military base that could 
potentially substantiate the bible story involving god’s angel defending Jerusalem from an Assyrian 
invasion. 

• Isaiah 37:36-38, 2 Kings 19:35, and 2 Chronicles 32:21, detail how the Assyrian soldiers were slain on 
the eve of their attack on Jerusalem. 

• A peer-reviewed paper in the prestigious journal near eastern archaeology reports the first-ever 
discoveries of ancient Assyrian military camps.  

• Created circa 700 BC during military conquests across the middle east, they mark the expansion of the 
Assyrian empire, which became the prototype for the subsequent Persian, Greek, and roman empires. 

• The initial discovery came from a scene carved into the stone walls of the Assyrian King Sennacherib’s 
palace. 

• Archaeologist Stephen Compton, utilizing modern mapping techniques, claims to have found 
compelling evidence that this epic confrontation indeed occurred. 

 

In the News  (Topic 2 of 3)  Elon Musk Issues Urgent Warning to Humanity 
 

Article: Elon Musk Issues Urgent Warning to Humanity 

Article Link: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/06/elon-musk-issues-urgent-warning-humanity/  

Video Link: https://x.com/VigilantFox/status/1802120341768089711?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5 

Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1802120341768089711%7Ctwgr%5Ef37599cd0f465b4a3043e95a1110ad7a0ff

2cdb7%7Ctwcon%5Es1 

Key Talking Points: 

• Elon Musk just issued an urgent warning to humanity. 

• Per the gateway pundit, Elon Musk stated, “if there are no humans, there’s no humanity.”  

• Speaking on the critical issue of declining birth rates, musk insisted that we should be “very concerned” 
as these rates are “accelerating in most countries.” The implications, according to musk, are dire. 

• He went on to discuss “the extinctionist movement,” stating, “in the sort of extreme form of the 
environmentalist movement, people start to view humans as a plague on the surface of the earth, as a 
fundamentally bad thing, and with the implication that if all humans disappeared, somehow earth 
would be better off… I think at a fundamental level, you can think of things as a fight between 
expansionist and extinctionist philosophies. And that’s what really matters. If humans go extinct or 
civilization collapses, whatever policies we may have are irrelevant.” 

• Elon musk’s final advice was to “go forth and multiply.” 
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In the News  (Topic 3 of 3)  DR. ROBERT MALONE WARNS OF UPCOMING  
PSYCHOLOGICAL BIOTERRORISM: FEAR  

 
Article: Dr. Robert Malone Warns of Upcoming Psychological Bioterrorism Involving Infectious Disease Fear 

Article Link:  https://vigilantnews.com/post/dr-robert-malone-warns-of-upcoming-psychological-

bioterrorism-involving-infectious-disease-fear/  

Key Talking Points: 

• Dr. Robert Malone warns of an upcoming psychological bioterrorism involving infectious disease fear. 

• Per Vigilant News, Dr. Malone points out a crucial fact that often gets overshadowed by media and 
government-induced fear: there is currently no evidence to support sustained human-to-human 
transmission of H5N1 more commonly known as the Bird Flu. 

• He underlines the ethical concerns surrounding using fear for control, equating it to psychological 
bioterrorism. 

• According to Malone, the weaponization of infectious disease fear undermines trust and freedom, 
warranting public exclusion of those who perpetrate such tactics. 

• He says using fear to manipulate and control populations is unethical and people weaponizing fear of 
infectious disease have no right to be involved in public discourse. 

 

Biblical Message 
 

Key Verse 

 

• TBD 
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